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Elections

—Athens, January 2015
He says that
but what if he says then he
says the country has or maybe
oil plutonium maybe how
much and not but enough so
what if under the surface who
knows he says he knows and he
and he and he but not he he doesn’t believe
maybe he says in the future. Germany
and Germany and Merkel and Schäuble
and conspiracy and so dumbed
down as a what do you as a
nation do and as this glory that was is
ours forever and look at these books
and these books and these our words and
we can learn to pick up our litter if
taught if told if allowed but no
these our ruins and that
bleeding union that bleeds that we need that we don’t
that we do and what about
next year what about in two and in ten
will house bubbles rise and soar or burst and bust
in two in five in ten and will we pay for
them again and again and taxes and when
can we sell and when will pensions
will they how will they and the winters are cold and the wood
and that tax and that tax and that tax and that
tax and that tax and we
will not be downtrodden union unite why should will they
in Spain unite denied deny we know we don’t
believe in debts we do and they do and then
and then what if will they next year in two in five we must
believe. This is now. Today. Don’t get slapped
on tv. Not our fault our fault and where
are the rich we are poor the rich on the hill
with accounts accounts unaccounted accounts
and now they we’re all poor and then he remembers
our glorious dances and lifts up his arms like the rays
of a sun to the people who scream Yes
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and remember these years these thousands
of glory years ago and now what now what
who is to pay who is to rectify he says he can do it
and so does he and he and he and he and he and who
in what do we believe
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